DNA vaccines in sheep: CTLA-4 mediated targeting and CpG motifs enhance immunogenicity in a DNA prime/protein boost strategy.
DNA vaccines have proven to be an efficient means of inducing immune responses in small laboratory animals; however, their efficacy in large out-bred animal models has been much less promising. In addressing this issue, we have investigated the ability of ovine cytotoxic lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) mediated targeting and ruminant specific CpG optimised plasmids, both alone and in combination, to enhance immune responses in sheep to the pro cathepsin B (FhCatB) antigen from Fasciola hepatica. In this study, CTLA-4 mediated targeting enhanced the speed and magnitude of the primary antibody response and effectively primed for a potent memory response compared to conventional DNA vaccination alone, which failed to induce a detectable immune response. While the CpG-augmentation of the CTLA-4 targeted construct did not further enhance the magnitude or isotype profile of the CTLA-4 induced antibody titres, it did result in the induction of significant antigen-specific, lymphocyte-proliferative responses that were not observed in any other treatment group, showing for the first time that significant cellular responses can be induced in sheep following DNA vaccination. In contrast, CpG-augmentation in the absence of CTLA-4 mediated targeting failed to induce a detectable immune response. This is the first study to explore the potential adjuvant effects of ruminant specific CpG motifs on DNA vaccine induced immune responses in sheep. The ability of CpG-augmented CTLA-4 mediated targeting to induce both humoral and cellular immune responses in this study suggests that this may be an effective approach for enhancing the efficacy of DNA vaccines in large out-bred animal models.